
 

 

 

After Pasolini... 
 
The lesson learnt in Casarsa was fruitful. Also worthy of notice are two authors who wrote 
poetry in the same years and who, despite being united by the modernity of their research, 
cannot be included in the circuit of the Academiuta. Pasolini shows admiration for Franco 
de Gironcoli (1892-1979), an illustrious doctor from Gorizia who lived in Conegliano who 
in 1944 and 1945 wrote his first short collections of poetry in the dialect spoken in 
Gorizia, and the verses collected in 1951 in the Elegie in friulano (Poesie in friulano will be 
published in 1977). Flattering opinions are also expressed on Riccardo Castellani, in 
Casarsa in the years of the Academiuta. Born from a father from the Carnia area, he starts 
publishing on the «Stroligut», later distancing himself from Pasolini. For his canzoniere, 
Ad óur dal mont (1976), Castellani is considered a classic author of Friulian literature 
(Belardi and Faggin).  
Pasolini’s legacy is collected, though differently, but the group of Risultive, (Spring water), 
founded in 1949 under the spur of Giuseppe Marchetti. Marchetti and Pasolini meet in an 
effort to widen the scope of the use of Friulian, to give it wide dignity as a language. 
 
According to Pasolini this can be achieved through poetry, though the complete freedom 
of individual creation. Marchetti instead advocates the use of a single model, applicable to 
both all kind of social communication, as it happens in the pages of the periodical 
magazine called «La Patrie dal Friûl», and to literature. The programme of Risultive 
declares its faithfulness to tradition, despite the need for renovation and considering a 
new awareness of the language. Among the members of the group there are authors (Dino 
Virgili, Otmar Muzzolini, Aurelio Cantoni) united by the will to use common Friulian, as a 
shared tool and without restrictions. Virgili adopts the romance form through L’aghe 
dapît la cleve, paving the way to other experiences, Riedo Puppo will develop the tale 
form, whereas Alviero Negro and Aurelio Cantoni the theatre one. Also other initiatives 
are undertaken in line with tradition.  
«Il Tesaur», a magazine edited by G.F. D’Aronco (which then involved N. Pauluzzo, F. M. 
Barnaba, P. Someda de Marco, C. Bortotto) is published in 1949. 
«Scuele libare furlane » is published in 1952 upon the initiative of Domenico Zannier, who 
in 1967 collects in the anthology La cjarande some authors including the budding 
Umberto Valentinis. Although Novella Cantarutti appears in the first issue of the 
«Risultive», she cannot be ascribed to a particular school. Close to both Marchetti and 
Pasolini, her writing follows very personal routes, in terms of both linguistic choice (the 
marginal variety from Navarons, spoken by her mother), and in terms of freedom of 
expression, that ranges from poetry to tales, performing at the same time an untiring 
ethnographic research. 


